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Burnham Community Action Panel Meeting 

Chair’s Notes:- Thursday 18th July 2019. 

Present: Cllr Jane English [JE] [BTC Cap Rep]; Cllr Jennie Donnelly [JD]  

Maldon CPT: Adrian Rayner [AR]: Police: John Davey Apology received; PCSO [‘Brett’] attended later in the meeting.   

Attendees: Iain Corbett [IC]; Barry Davis [BD]; Anita Harris [AH]; Ken Harris [KH]; Mark Howman [MH]; Lynn Ing [LI] 

Pam Lacey [PLa]; Paul Lines [PL]; Sheila Nutt [SN]; Joan O’Connell [JO]. Apologies: Cllr. Nick Skeens: 
Other abbreviations:  Town Council [BTC]; GOYA – a team of volunteers taking forward CAP initiatives e.g. CSW; Essex Police Casualty Reduction 

Unit [CRU]; Adam Pipe [AP]; Chelmsford & Maldon Community Police Team [CMPT] Maldon District Council [MDC]: Community Protection Team 

[CPT]; Neighbourhood Plan [NP] 

1. Welcome and Introductions:  

KH thanked everyone for attending and introduced Cllr Jane English as the new BCAP Rep and Cllr Jennie 
Donnelly who has agreed to advise and help on the Social Media Front.  
Agenda: KH asked that the focus of the meeting be on Road Safety concerns, particularly Speeding, with the 
emphasis on how to get residents actively involved [Project 2]- the proposal was accepted. 
 2. Police Update: No Report from police. 
 - Crime Figures: Latest data downloaded from Police UK show that there has been an increase in the figures 

for last 5 months [191 to 274] compared with same period in 2018. Again Violent Crime is up from 65-91 for the 

same period [More incidents or better reporting?]. Latest figures displayed on the Notice Board [Annex]. The category 

‘Public Disorder and weapons’ has been split under 2 headings ‘Possession of weapons’ and ‘Public order’; 

Weapons shows 5 incidents to date. Action Point: Follow up for update on breakdown of violent crime 

categories. 

Discussion on the issues followed with the focus on reporting and feedback. The lead is to use ‘e mails’ and 

encouragement to use ‘dash cameras’. There is concern that no feedback follows a report, indeed one 

person reported that he had been advised not to use e mails as they ‘never get through their emails!’  

AR has regular meetings with the Police and the possibility is that there will be a team in our area, numbers 

/ ranks / location not known. AR will keep BCAP informed. His advice is to use 101. Action Point:- KH to 

discuss posting stats on the BTC web site with NS. Note: A Police team will attend our Event on 29th. 

3. MDC / CPT update:  KH thanked Adrian Rayner for making the time to attend our meeting. 

3.1. MDC review of structure and roles is ongoing and has had a ‘huge effect’. AR is to continue as the CPT 

leader and the new CPT Coordinator is Mr Pat Mackshea [e.mail pat.mackshea@maldon.gov.uk.]. AR’s team are to be 

renamed Community Engagement Team working under the Director Sue Green. All posts are filled and all 

are ‘very busy’. The emphasis in our area will be on Tru Cam and anti-social behaviour but the team will 

also cover pest control. The future will be more organised and AR is pleased that the emphasis is still on 

working in and with our Community [as are we!]. Future duties will include support services for vulnerable 

people as Community Engagement Advisers which will include financial advice – final details are awaited. 

Revised organisation is unlikely to be fully operative until late summer. 

Results: In the past 5 weeks 21PCN’s have been issued; 51 vehicles moved on; 22 Tru Cam reports have 

been submitted – the impact of extra building work on the roads has slowed traffic down; 1 litter ticket  

issued; 1 for ‘Dumping’: 11 abandoned vehicles reported and being monitored; 5 incidents of fly tipping 

and 1 dog control order. There have been 3 incidents where the ‘Body Cams’ have been useful. 

Other Topics: DVLA has visited the Town and clamped a number of untaxed vehicles – some to be towed 

away: Millfields parking restrictions to be lifted – signs will be displayed because ‘the cost of removing the 

double yellows is too high!’; Park Watch:- more people have signed up – using social media to record the 

positive things the Team and Community do [will liaise with JD]: CCTV:- still under review. Drugs: CPT collating 

drug trafficking across the District; aiming to gather evidence on ‘Drug Areas’ and  looking into PSPO for 

some locations. 

4. BCAP Update:- ‘Encouraging Community Engagement to  improve Community Safety’. 

4.1.   Joint BTC/BCAP Objective: “Community Engagement;- to combat crime, anti-social behaviour, road 

traffic and environmental offences.”   

4.1.2. The lead on the Projects under two headings will be taken by Community Action Panel [BCAP]:- 

 1. Addressing Crime: That is Criminal and Environmental offences [e.g. dog mess, litter etc.] ;  

 2. Road Safety: Targeting Speeding / tailgating; inappropriate Parking, careless / reckless driving 

 [Also see Council’s Highways Report: Driver’s lack of concentration, inattention and carelessness] 
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 Each project will include liaison with the appropriate service e.g. Police, CPT… 

4.2. Current Priority is Project 2: Driver Engagement-particularly compliance with speed limit – the focus 

for this meeting. The Central Aim is:- To improve Driving and Parking standards through a ‘commitment 

by all stakeholders to ensure Burnham is a Town in which everyone is able to travel on the roads and 

pavements safely; where all users respect other’s rights, behave responsibly and considerately’. 

4.3. BTC has obtained Automatic Traffic Counts [ATC] on each of the key roads in the Town.  These provide 

evidence that non-compliance with the 30 mph speed limit is not only common place but increasing and as 

a result the level of risk to all road users is also increasing. KH introduced the summary of the volume of 

traffic over the ‘Railway Bridge’ labelled as ‘Busiest stretch of road in Burnham!’- copies of which were 

circulated. The reactions were some surprise at the volumes, approaching 80,000 a week and deep concern 

at the speeds e.g. Church Rd side - 69.4% exceeding 30 mph; 9704 over 35; 126 over 50. These Results serve to illustrate 

the wider problem and identify the challenges in overcoming the risks.  

Of special concern are risks to pedestrians, especially vulnerable adults and children – then there is cycling 

on the pavement – itself a ‘must not’.  Discussion followed on what should be done and what can be done. 

 4.4. Primary requirement for BCAP is to decide on ‘Action’ to address and to ‘Reduce the Risks’. 

Starting point: - Highway Code Direction:- “You must not drive faster than the speed limit for the type of 

road and your type of vehicle. The speed limit is the absolute maximum – it doesn't mean it's safe to drive 

at the speed in all conditions……”:  

Discussion followed on weaknesses in the established protocol:- “Educate: Monitor: Enforce”. With 
particular concern around Enforcement. Currently regular local Speed checks are less certain in the light of 
cuts in public spending e.g. on police services e.g. availability of officers for routine checks. BTC have 
allocated funding to increase the time allocated to the Town by the District Council’s Community Protection 
Team [CPT] who are now trained to operate Tru Cam speed checks. The Team do undertake checks [see 

above] and the results are passed to the Police for action. 
IC & BD drew attention to the fact that as with police checks, reporting starts at 37 mph, allowing a margin 
of 6 mph above the limit! [CSW margin at 35]. This is increasingly recognised by some [social media as well as local 

discussion] and seen as a licence to use that as limit! This led to the Question: How do we encourage 
compliance with the legal limit? 
4.5. Encouraging Driver Engagement. 
Education: A key component will be emphasis on driver responsibility e.g. ‘Education through communication and 

example’.  Social media is an obvious means but some present were unsure /reluctant to get involved. JD 
offered to arrange a briefing and give support through social media.  Action Point: Session to be arranged.  
Wider Discussion: centred on ‘what can we actually do’ - to be undertaken after the Event on 29th.  
Action Point: Those attending the Event to sound out visitors and provide feedback. KH to raise the 
possibility of an agenda standing item at BTC Meetings 
Other Sources: Seek ideas from other organisations e.g. ROSPA – MH has it in hand. 

A suggestion list will be built [Page on web site?] e.g. Traffic calming; Passenger input; Signage in place …. 
4.6. Related Issues discussed and to be pursued: Problems from new ‘Island’ on Southminster Rd; IC 
outlined the possibility of a further Zebra Crossing and ‘one way traffic’ as a result of further development 
at Pippins. 
4.7. Safety of Children: outside schools -CPT are monitoring and ‘moving on’ – in contact with school staff. 

  Cycling: ‘Bikeability’:- SN contact with schools; Primary Schools have in hand; Ormiston nothing planned?  

  Safer routes:- Problems of adults cycling on the pavement;  Action point:- BTC position to be clarified. 

5. Council Environment Issues: VB has Council lead.  

  ‘Green Spaces Group’: subject for discussion at next week’s council meeting. 

Plastic Waste:  Local Action Leaflet available 

  6. AOB.     Priorities reviewed and re- focussed:- 1. Road Safety focus on speeding: 2. Police service: 

reporting and outcomes: 3.Abuse [Stalking /Harassment]  

Date of Next meeting: To be arranged for September 
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Annex 

 

4.5.: Speeding figures. 

The Problem is illustrated by the Latest Automatic Traffic Counts [ATC] Results – 7 day figures. 

Maldon Rd [Sept. 18]:  

Total recorded figures: 55469; 68.9% exceeding 30 mph; 13398 over 35; 344 over 50. 

‘Railway Bridge’ [March 18]: 

 - Church Rd side*:  

Total recorded figures: 79870; 69.4% exceeding 30 mph; 9704 over 35; 126 over 50. 

- Station Rd side*: 

Total recorded figures: 74393; 3% exceeding 30 mph; 8140 over 35; 104 over 50. 

Southminster Rd [Jan. 18] 

Nth of Green Lane /Mill Rd Junction*: 

Total recorded figures: 39911; 39.9% exceeding 30 mph; 7495 over 35; 150 over 50. 

South of Junction*: 

Total recorded figures: 40567; 66.4% exceeding 30 mph; 1733 over 35; 12 over 50. 
* The same vehicles could well be counted on both sides of these sites. 

For Railway Bridge and Southminster Rd the figures show combined figures i.e. in and out at that point- 

When interpreting these figures it is important to treat the sides separately i.e. as Risk Points. 

The higher of the two figures is the basis for assessment for action. 

 

2. Crime Stats 

Category 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Same 
period 
2018 

Anti Social Behaviour 117 119 161 129 106 47 43 

Bicycle Theft  3 4 5 2 2 2 1 

Burglary 33 37 43 38 33 24 12 

Criminal Damage & Arson 46 41 57 52 38 27 19 

Drugs 5 6 8 10 9 6 2 

Other Crime.   2 10 3 2 13 5 4 

Other Theft 36 37 37 23 32 18 11 

Public Order*   2 13 22 19 47 30 19 

 Weapons*           5 0 

Robbery 6 2 3 2 1.0 1 0 

Shoplifting 6 9 3 11 6 10 5 

Theft from 
Person   2 1 3 2 1 0 1 

Vehicle Crime 37 20 23 15 19 8 9 

Violent Crime 75 101 95 143 151 91 65 

                

Annual total   370 400 463 448 458.0 274 191 

 

 

 


